In this paper we consider a problem related to global routing post-optimization: the crossing minimization problem (CMP). Given a global routing representation, the CMP is to minimize redundant crossings between every pair of nets. In particular, there are two kinds of CMP: constrained CMP (CCMP) and unconstrained CMP (UCMP). These problems have been studied previously in Groe89], where an O(m 2 n) algorithm was proposed for CCMP, and in MS95], where an (mn 2 + 2 ) algorithm was proposed for UCMP, where m is the total number of modules, n is the number of nets, and is the number of crossings de ned by an initial global routing topology. We present a simpler and faster O(mn) algorithm for CCMP and an O(n(m + )) time algorithm for UCMP. Both algorithms improve over the time bounds of the previously proposed algorithms. The novel part of our algorithm is that it uses the plane embedding information of globally routed nets in the routing area to construct a graph-based framework and obtain a good junction terminal assignment that minimizes the number of crossings.
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Introduction
Given a speci cation of a circuit, the VLSI layout problem is to determine the geometric coordinates of the circuit components and their wiring in the plane such that the overall area of the resulting chip is minimized while all manufacturing process rules requirements are satis ed Oh86, Leng90] . A speci cation of a circuit usually consists of a set of circuit components (logical gates, macro cells, etc.), called modules, and a collection of netlists that describe how the modules are connected. Due to the increasing complexity of modern VLSI design, the layout problem has traditionally been decomposed into several subproblems: oorplanning, placement, global routing and detailed routing. After oorplanning and placement are done, global routing is performed to determine the topology of the wiring or a rough course for each net over a certain data structure representing the routing area. In general-architecture layout designs, and designs applied to sea-of-gate chips or multi-chip modules (MCM), a global router breaks the chip area into a uniform two dimensional array of global routing cells (GRC) LM84, CSW90, CC91, KP95]. such that each elementary region is a rectangle. In general, nets are global-routed sequentially and separately based on di erent objective functions such as total wire length, maximum delay, minimum congestion, etc. Pins at the boundaries between elementary regions must be placed before detailed routing is performed. After global routing is completed, detailed routing is performed, in which speci c tracks in each elementary region or GRC are assigned to each net.
Determining pin placement on a net-by-net basis may result in a rip-up and reroute, as the pin positions good for one net may be bad for another net. For example, if nets 1, 2, 3 in Fig. 1(a) are independently routed, the pin positions could be determined in such a way that four vertical tracks are needed and thus, the detailed routing may fail. Fig. 1(b) shows that by changing the pin ordering on the boundary between GRC 2; 2] and GRC 3; 2] the number of tracks needed is reduced. In order to guard against detailed routing failure, crossing pin assignment or channel pin assignment (CPA) must be performed KP95, Cong91, CW91] to minimize the numbers of horizontal or vertical tracks used. The following two optimization problems related to crossings of a given global routing were proposed Groe89, MS95] : (1) minimizing the total number of crossings by eliminating redundant ones and (2) appropriately distributing the inevitable crossings such that no region contains more crossings than it is allowed. The rst problem is referred to as crossing minimization problem (CMP) and the second, crossing distribution problem (CDP). In Groe89] Groenveld addressed CMP and proposed an O(m 2 n) time algorithm, where m is the number of the modules and n is the number of nets. In Groe89], the homotopy of each net in the global routing is not changed during the minimization. That is, the sequence of regions through which a net passes is preserved. In the following, we refer to this kind of CMP as constrained CMP (CCMP). Besides CMP Marek-Sadowska and Sarrafzadeh MS95] introduced the CDP. They presented an O(mn ) time algorithm for CDP, where is the number of crossings implied by the global routing. Their CMP is di erent from that in Groe89] in the sense that the homotopy of a given net is allowed to change, while the overall homotopy of all nets remains the same. We therefore refer to this problem as unconstrained CMP (UCMP). Note that in CCMP, after applying the minimization, a pair of nets may have more than one crossing (see Fig. 2(b) ). In UCMP, each pair of nets has at most one crossing. For instance, nets 2 and 3 may be uncrossed by changing their individual homotopy, while their overall homotopy is maintained. That is, the sequence of regions passed through by these two nets remains the same (see Fig. 2(c) ). Note also that the running time of algorithm for UCMP depends on , the number of crossings associated with an initial pin placement.
In this paper we present two faster algorithms: an O(mn) time algorithm for CCMP and an O(n(m + )) time algorithm for UCMP, improving over the time bounds in previous results. We concentrate only on the CMP instances with two-terminal nets. Transformations from a general global routing CMP instance with multi-terminal nets to one with two-terminal nets have been proposed in Groe89, MS95] . In the following sections, we formulate the CMP's, provide some preliminaries, and present our algorithms for CCMP and UCMP of a set of 2-terminal nets, followed by a conclusion.
Preliminaries
We use the general building block layout style as the global routing problem instance. As mentioned earlier, the results of the layout style can be easily generalized to either channel-based or general-architecture design layout. A CMP instance of a globally routed layout is shown in Fig. 3(a) . The thick lines of this gure represent the boundaries of the modules and the dotted lines extending from the corners of the modules represent the boundaries of elementary regions. There are four modules in the gure: module M A , M B , M C and M D , eleven elementary regions: region R a through R k , and six 2-terminal nets: net N 1 through N 6 . The collection of regions and modules forms a planar map of size O(m), where m denotes the number of modules.
P.
The region adjacency graph G for placement P in Fig. 3(a) is shown in Fig. 3(c) .
De nition 3 A global routing W with respect to a placement P is a set of netlists such that associated with each net N i , there is a list W i =< R i 0 ; R i 1 ; : : : ; R i k i >, where each R i j ; 0 j k i is a region through which the 2-terminal net passes, and the two terminals are in regions R i 0 and R i k i , respectively.
Each W i in the global routing W represents a homotopy of net N i . The homotopy of net N 1 in Fig. 3(a) is represented as W 1 =< R e ; R d ; R a ; R g ; R h ; R i >. In this homotopy representation there is no speci cation about where N i crosses the boundaries of each region relative to other nets N j ; i 6 = j.
To fully specify the topology of each netlist in the global routing, an arbitrary crossing point on a boundary edge is provided for each net that crosses the boundary edge (see below for an example of crossing assignment at each boundary edge). The point of boundary crossing is called a junction terminal (i.e. the pins) and the two endpoints of each net are called the module terminals. These two types of terminals are depicted by dark squares and white circles in Fig. 3 (b) respectively.
Solving CCMP
In this section, we study the rst type of CMP, i.e., CCMP. Consider a global routing W and the corresponding adjacency graph G. The goals of CCMP are the following: (1) preserving the original routing homotopy of each net, and (2) determining a best ordering for the junction terminals of the nets on each edge e 2 E(G) so that no redundant crossing among the nets exists. Note that the input size jWj is O(mn). It is not di cult to see that the number of crossings determined by RBEs is minimum. However, using an algorithm based on RBEs to nd a junction terminal ordering may not be as e cient. We shall construct a bundle graph in which the vertex set contains macro nodes, each representing a boundary edge, and two macro nodes are connected by a bundle edge, if there exists at least one net passing through both boundary edges. A bundle edge represents one or multiple overlapping nets. More precisely let us assume that the boundary edges of an elementary region are ordered in the counterclockwise manner, such that the interior of the region always lies to the left as these edges are traversed (Fig .6) . We write AB to denote an ordered edge directed from A to B, and e(A; B) to denote an undirected edge connecting A and B. Suppose that edge e(A; B) is shared by regions ABCD and BAEF. For each edge AB we de ne three boolean variables, AB l , AB r and AB o , which are set to 0 initially. AB l is set 1 if there is a net N i passing through edge AB and its left boundary edge DA. These nets are referred to as -list associated with AB l , denoted + (AB l ). AB r is set 1 if there is a net N j passing through edge AB and its right boundary edge BC. AB o is set 1 if there is a net N k passing through edge AB and its opposite boundary edge CD. 
Bundle Graph Construction
We now describe how the bundle graph BG is constructed. A vertex in V (BG) is a macro node or a module terminal. An edge in E(BG) is a bundle between two vertices in V (BG) if and only if there exist nets between them. Thus the degree of each macro node is at most six. Fig. 7 depicts a subgraph of BG for all the nets in the B-list of e = AB. This subgraph, denoted e , is in fact a tree rooted at M e , the macro node associated with e. This is due to our assumption that each net cannot pass through an elementary region more than once. conclude that within this bundle net 2 should appear before nets f4,5,6g, followed by net 3 in counterclockwise cyclic order from A to B in order to preserve the same minimal crossings X min as determined by the RBE representation.
The following rules are used for resolving the order of nets in each of the -lists.
Proposition 1 merge/split rule ( We rst consider the situation where no ambiguity exists among the -lists in M e . Since the counterclockwise order among the -lists is well-de ned in M e , we propose a greedy scan over the -lists. By properly arranging the ordering between the split and merged bundles, we can determine the maximal planar ordering for each unambiguous bundle (or sub-bundle) following Proposition 1. We associate a stack for each -list, 
Begin
Step 1: (from B counterclockwise to A) graph BG when computing the -lists as described eariler. Since the above greedy scan procedure puts the connected pair of terminals as planar as possible based on the nesting property, all the crossings left are unavoidable (Proposition 2). Note also that even though there are ambiguities (Proposition 3) within some bundles, their partial order with respect to edge e(AB) in M e is wellde ned after the scan. We will show that these ambiguities can be resolved eventually by traversing the whole bundle graph since no net has a self-loop. Before describing the global traversal, we use an example to demonstrate how algorithm Extract works. Fig. 11 (a) shows a general case for a macro node M e and its tree e . In Fig. 11 ( ? (BA r )) =< 6; 5 > ( ? (BA l )) =< f1; 2g; 3; 4 > Based on Proposition 1, we know that the individual stack contains the maximal planar arrangement for the nets in each bundle. Note that the order of nets in the ambiguous sub-bundle f1; 2g + (AB l ) and f1; 2g ? (BA l ) has not been determined yet (Proposition 3). In the following section, we explain how the ambiguity is propagated to other macro nodes in BG until it is resolved.
Resolving All Ambiguous Bundles
We just described how the ordering of the nets inside a macro node associated with an edge between two regions can be determined. We also noted that some bundles may still be ambiguous after applying Algorithm Extract. These ambiguous bundles require a systematic traversal over the macro nodes so that their ambiguity can be resolved e ciently. We claim that a depth-rst-search over the bundles and macro nodes would su ce. The traversal recursively goes down from the current macro node M e to macro node M e 0 if an ambiguous bundle (or sub-bundle) b i exists between them, and returns the resolved ordering for b i from M e 0 . In the example Fig. 11(c) , we do not know the exact ordering of nets within the sub-bundle f1; 2g but we do know it is a sub-list in ? (BA l ) where f1; 2g should appear before nets 3 and 4 in counterclockwise cyclic order from A to B.
Therefore, the traversal continues following either bundle + (AB l ) or ? (BA l ) to the neighboring macro node. The order of f1; 2g should be determined eventually in some macro node as long as there is no self-loop in either net N 1 or N 2 (so that the traversal will not go back to bundle ? (BA l ) or + (AB l ) in M e again, resulting in an in nite loop). For the set of nets without merge/split at all in any macro node, the relative positions of module terminals will eventually determine the maximal planar order of these nets. An extreme case is bus routing: all nets associated with the same bus have the same global routing homotopy. But their relative positions will be determined by the module terminals in the leaf nodes (i.e., nodes of degree one) of BG at which the depth-rst-search terminates. Otherwise, based on Proposition 1, as long as there are merge/split con gurations, algorithm Extract can always determine a partial order. For example, in Fig. 12 (a) macro node M f connected to M e by bundle ? (BA o ) = f2; 3; 4; 5; 6g may be the next macro node to visit if there are some ambiguous sub-bundles inside ? (BA o ) after Algorithm Extract is applied to M e . Assume f = A 0 B 0 and g = A 00 B 00 are the other two edges in tree ? e as shown in Fig. 12(a) . 
return ( (AB x )). End
Since maximal planar ordering of a bundle is determined by Proposition 1 and once it is determined, it is xed and propagated back, clearly there is no crossings within a bundle between two macro nodes. Moreover, from Proposition 2, we know that at the end of the traversal, all the crossings left inside the macro nodes are unavoidable and the number equals X min . We remark that the rst (AB x ) selected in the DFS driving routine Macro Traversal may be chosen to be one containing only module terminals so that all the sub lists are of cardinality one. Consequently we will invoke fewer recursive calls because the relative ordering of the module terminals is already given as part of the placement P. For example, in Fig. 7 , starting from the bundles f1; 2g or f5; 4g at the upper left corner, we can immediately determine the order of the nets in these bundles.
Lemma 1 Algorithm Macro Traversal visits each bundle (AB x ) in macro node M e at most n times.
Proof We prove this by considering the following two cases.
Case 1: When the sub-bundles in (AB x ) are all unambiguous either because (i) the nets are connected to module terminals or (ii) their ambiguity gets resolved by recursive calls to DFS, we terminate DFS. b) , the ambiguous sub-bundle b that lead to the recursion must be distinct from that in the previous recursive call. This is clear, as it was assumed that no net enters an elementary region more than once.
Therefore, an ambiguous sub-bundle b i can be resolved with one visit (case 1) or two visits (case 2) due to backpatch operation. Thus each bundle can be visited by DFS algorithm at most two times the total number of ambiguous sub-bundles, which is less than n. The lemma follows.
2. Note that since each macro node M e has at most 6 bundles, the total number of bundles in BG, is at most 3m, i.e., jE(BG)j = 3m, where m denotes the number of macro nodes. So the running time of the whole traversal is O(mn).
Until this point, we have only shown that an ordering of the junction terminals can be made so that the total number of crossings X is minimized. However, to nalize the topology of the global routing, we still need to determine a junction terminal ordering on each e(AB). Note that all unavoidable crossings are inside the macro nodes, since each bundle is assumed to have no twistings. Moreover, the unavoidable crossings inside a macro node may be realized by many possible junction terminal orderings . In the following, we consider two subproblems associated with CCMP: (1) crossing-to-region assignment and (2) junction terminal ordering, given a crossingto-region assignment. We consider the crossing-to-region assignment subproblem rst. Basically, the problem of determining the junction terminal ordering is equivalent to determining for each macro node M e which one of the two regions adjacent to e(AB), above or below e(AB) (respectively right or left of e(AB)) to place the unavoidable crossings (i.e., region ABCD or region BAEF in Fig. 6 ). Note that once it is decided to which region each crossing is to be assigned, the exact junction terminal ordering can then be obtained accordingly. The problem of assigning the crossings to the regions is called the crossing placement problem Groe89]. Depending on the crossing placement criterion, the problem can be formulated in di erent ways. For example, to avoid occupying extra tracks by nets, Groenveld Groe89] employed a heuristic by checking a spanning tree e corresponding to each boundary edge e to pick a preferred crossing placement. Marek-Sadowska and Sarrafzadeh MS95] classi ed the crossings into two types, real and free crossings. Real crossings represent crossings that require more tracks in a region while free crossings represent crossings that will not incur track penalty. Free crossings can be placed in either top (right) region (e.g., ABCD) or bottom (left) region (e.g., BAEF) so that they don't incur any track penalty. On the other hand, real crossings do incur extra track penalty no matter in which region they are placed. Fig. 13(a) shows some free crossings and their preferred placement for which they will not incur track penalty, while (b) shows the two types of real crossings that require one extra track. In terms of bundles, the real crossings are formed among the nets in either nding a maximal matching between the regions and the (unavoidable) real crossings, every crossing is assigned to a region. Once the crossing-to-region assignment is made, can be computed in a straightforward manner. Since CDP is an independent problem, we don't go into it further. However, regarding the real and free crossings that occur in the bundles inside M e , we propose the following simple procedure to do crossing-to-region assignment.
1. Locate free crossings (i.e., crossings other than the two types of real crossings in Fig. 13(b) ) between the nets and determine their regions with the preferred con gurations.
Evenly distribute the real crossings into the two regions (or apply a CDP algorithm to determine the overall real crossings distribution).
We omit the details here. The interested reader is referred to C97]. Thus, we conclude with the following theorem.
Theorem 1 Given a global routing speci cation of a circuit placement P with m modules and n nets, the CCMP problem can be solved in O(mn) which is asymptotically optimal in the worst case. 
Solving UCMP
A UCMP problem instance is also described by the pair (W; G). The goal is to determine a best ordering of the junction terminals of the nets on each edge e 2 G so that each pair of nets has at most one crossing. However, now W is allowed to change when necessary We assume as before that no net can enter and exit a region more than once. From this point forward, we assume that junction and module terminals along the boundary of each region are stored in a doubly-linked circular list, starting with the top right corner of each rectangular region in clockwise direction. A junction terminal on a boundary edge will be stored twice, one in each of the two regions sharing the common edge. These terminals can be stored in an ordered list for each boundary edge individually as each netlist is traversed and then combined into a doublylinked circular list for each region. Consider region R i in Fig. 3(b) and its left boundary edge as an example. The left boundary edge initially contains two module terminals 1 and 5, and has three parts, top, middle and bottom, that may contain junction terminals. When we traverse N 1 , we cross the top part and assign the junction terminal 1 to the list as the rst element from top down. Later, when we traverse N 4 , the same top part is crossed a second time, so junction terminal 4 is assigned after junction terminal 1. In this manner, we obtain an initial topological representation for all netlists in the global routing. Other topological representations are possible. The assignment of the junction terminals shown in Fig. 3(b) is done in this manner: That is, for vertical edges, the junction terminals are ordered from top down and for horizontal edges, they are ordered from right to left. The speci cation of the relative (topological) positions of the junction terminals and module terminals on the boundaries of the regions is denoted , and the circular list of terminals associated with region R i is denoted as i .
Net Crossing Detection
Assume that a topological representation like the one shown in Fig. 3(a) is given initially. Let C k ij denote the crossing between net N i and net N j in region R k . A crossing C k ij between two nets is considered redundant if there exists another crossing C l ij , k 6 = l. For example, in Fig. 2(b) , the two C 23 's are redundant crossings. The goal of UCMP is to remove such crossings completely in the given topological representation.
In each region R k suppose that the terminals in the circular list k are each identi ed with the index of the net passing through the terminal. If the pattern (i; j; i; j) appears in k , then it imposes a crossing C k ij between N i and N j in R k . This is referred to as the crossing condition. To facilitate detection of redundant crossings we construct explicitly a crossing graph from the topological representation of the global routing. two dark squares corresponds to a routing path that lies in some region R k . Due to the assumption previously stated (no net enters and exits a region more than once) there is at most one crossing C k ij for each R k , and j 6 = i. Based on the crossing condition in each region, we rst present an algorithm that detects all the crossings and then an algorithm that computes the crossing graph explicitly. Scanning the terminals t j on the stack starting from the topmost terminal.
For each terminal t j 6 = t i report crossing C k ij .
Until terminal t i is found.
Delete t i from list S.
end
We conclude with the following lemma. We now describe how to explicitly compute D within the same time bound using a simi-lar method. Consider region R k in P like the one shown in Fig 17. De ne the interval I i (a; a 0 ) along the boundary of R k from terminal a to its counterpart a 0 associated with net N i in clockwise direction. Note that if N i passes through R k , there must exist two terminals on the boundary of R k . The path i (a; a 0 ) of N i from terminal a to terminal a 0 divides R k topologically into two parts. The key observation on which the algorithm for computing D is based, is that the crossings C k ij that appear on i (a; a 0 ) must occur in the same order as the terminals of N j 's that cross N i and belong to I i (a; a 0 ). These crossings on i (a; a 0 ) are said to be induced by these terminals in I i (a; a 0 ). For example, in Fig 17, I(3; 3 0 ) contains terminals 2 0 ; 4; 7; 8; 5; 4 0 and (3; 3 0 ) contains crossings C 32 ; C 37 ; C 38 ; C 35 . Note that in Algorithm Crossing Detection those terminals scanned in Case 2 to report crossings produce the actual crossings in order along the path from the second terminal to the rst terminal. An implementation of this algorithm can be found in C97]. We omit the details but report the following result:
Lemma 3 The crossing graph D can be computed in O( + ) time.
Pocket and Untangling
We rst brie y explain how to modify a global routing without introducing new crossings such that An example of a pocket between net N i and net N j is shown in Fig 15. Assume that all the edges in graph D are each labeled by the index of the net associated with it when it is constructed, so that the path D i for each net N i can be easily traced. The two crossings forming a pocket are redundant crossings and should be eliminated. To remove a pocket, we can exchange the labels of all the edges belonging to the pocket as shown in Fig. 18 . One way to implement this idea is to trace every pair of nets. Whenever a pocket is found, exchange the labels of the edges belonging to the pocket. One can do it by constructing a crossing table as described in MS95] and then update the table each time a pocket is removed. The update is needed because the labels of the edges have changed and any crossing involving either one of these two nets needs In the following sections, we propose an algorithm that can remove all the redundant crossings in time O(n ) with O(mn+ ) preprocessing time. The key observation is that D is a planar graph, a traversal of which takes time proportional to the size of the graph. Before we explain our idea, we need to de ne a basic operation used in the algorithm. Consider the pocket shown in Fig 18(a) . To detect the pocket, we trace either N i or N j and maintain a counter for each crossing encountered.
Assume we start the trace from D i . When C k 0 ij is encountered after the rst crossing C k ij , a pocket is detected. We untangle this pocket by switching the labels of edges incident upon the two crossings so that both crossings C k ij and C k C k ij can be handled similarly as shown in Fig 19(b) . Note that after this untangling, the next vertex to be visited in tracing D i is set to be the rst vertex after C k ij before untangling (vertex d 0 in Fig 19(b) ) following the same direction as shown in Fig. 18(b) . That is, we trace the new portion of D i obtained after untangling, and continue the tracing operation. Some implementation details need to be addressed, however. For example, there are two edges at the second crossing C k 0 ij whose labels need to be switched but the labels of the other two edges should stay the same. We need a mechanism to identify the two edges that are part of the pocket. Similar arguments hold for the edges incident upon the rst crossing C k ij . Secondly the directions of the edges that govern the tracing directions must be consistent after the relabeling operation. For instance consider Fig. 18 . After the untangling, the new portion of D i which is part of the detected pocket is to be traced in the direction as indicated by the dotted arrows. If D j goes in di erent direction, then the pointers of these edges, which were part of D j should all be reversed. Similarly, the pointers of those edges that were part of D i must be reversed as well.
The Algorithm
We give a high-level description of the algorithm. We assume that in crossing graph D we impose a xed but arbitrary direction on the edges that belong to the same net. This direction will be used to guide our tracing operation. We denote this graph with added orientations as D o .
We rst compute a net intersection graph de ned as follows.
De nition 7 The net intersection graph H is an undirected multiple edge graph such that vertex The traversal is performed for each net. Whenever a second crossing is encountered, Untangle operation is performed and edges in the pocket between the two crossings are relabeled. The rst crossing can be found from graph H through an auxiliary link. Meanwhile, all the crossings associated with the pocket are correctly maintained by changing the adjacency structure (the edges between two crossings that form a pocket will be switched between their adjacent vertices (nets) in H.) For example, Fig. 20 (a) and (b) show a UCMP instance and its net intersection graph respectively. If we begin traversal from terminal 1 of net 1, we will encounter crossing C 12 twice. Therefore, a pocket is detected and crossings C 23 and C 24 are switched from net 2 to net 1. Net 2 is shortened since there were no crossings between the two crossings C 12 's as shown in Fig. 21 . Note that in Fig. 21(b) , the edges in H are updated accordingly. We continue to follow the new portion of net 1 that contains C 14 and C 13 (previously, C 23 and C 24 ) and detect crossings C 13 twice, which gives another pocket. This is shown in Fig. 22 .
The following summerizes the above steps. 
Time Complexity
Recall that for each crossing there are four incident edges along the two crossing nets, and thus there are a total of O( ) subpaths between two crossings in D. We call this subpath between two consecutive crossings elementary path in D. This can be easily proved by induction. After D 1 is traversed, D 1 can only intersect any other path at most once. Therefore it will not be involved in the untangling or relabeling operations for subsequent traversals. Similarly when D i is traversed, it will only involve paths D j ; j > i. Now let us look at the time complexity of the algorithm. During the untangling procedure, an elementary path will be moved from net to net. It may happen that an elementary path gets visited n times for n nets. As shown in Fig 23, elementary path AB initially belongs to net 1 and then if the nets are visited in the order of the net number indicated, the untangling will make AB part of net 2, then 3 and so forth. Finally AB belongs to net 6. In Fig. 25(a) nets N i and N j violate Feature 2. After recon guring the routing to meet the requirement of Feature 2 we obtain Fig. 25(b) . Four more redundant crossings are created and additional iterations of redundant crossing elimination have to be performed. Maintaining Feature 1 and Feature 2 is not as straightforward as it may seem. The main di culty may be due to the fact that eliminating the pseudo pocket changes the overall global homotopy speci ed by the global routing in pseudo crossing regions <(i; j). To validate the CDP algorithm of MS95], we suggest the following modi cation: consider a Feature 2 violation in Fig. 26(a) , where a crossing C ij between 
Conclusion
In this paper we have presented faster algorithms for CMP which can be applied to optimize the global routing and increase the routability or decrease the number of possible iterations of rip-up/reroute for detailed routing. The CCMP algorithm makes use of the bundle graph transformation, maintaining the topology given by the global routing. The depth-rst-search over the bundle graph BG can retrieve the maximal planar order for placing the crossing, and takes time proportional to the size of the global routing W, i.e., O(mn). The second algorithm solving UCMP makes use of the topological information of the global routing, and constructs a crossing graph D explicitly, from which redundant crossings are detected and removed. In the worst case, the algorithm takes O(mn + n ) time but on the average, it is expected to run much faster. We have implemented CCMP algorithm and UCMP algorithm using GeoSheet, a visualization tool, developed at Northwestern University and tested some cases. 
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